
REACTION PAPER ON THE MOVIE AIRFORCE 1

Air Force One requires a bigger suspension of disbelief than most other summer movies, even ones that feature aliens:
we're asked to believe that people.

The movie offers some fascinating tidbits in addition to its knuckle-whitening suspense. Despite its problems,
if you watch it in the right frame of mind preferably with a beer in hand and with the company of a few friends
you can have a lot of fun watching Air Force One. Marshall is also a decorated Vietnam veteran and Medal of
Honor recipient who speaks reasonably fluent Russian. Though all the tension, Bennett remains calm and
collected, refusing to make risky or poor decisions. Certificate: 15 The potential is mouthwatering: director
Wolfgang Petersen returning to the politically charged thriller genre he made his own with In The Line Of
Fire; action icon Harrison Ford in the role he was clearly destined to play - a President of the USA who kicks
arse; and a scenario that ups the ante on any Die Hard On A Plane variations by placing the most prominent
world leader in dire jeopardy. Tweet Harrison Ford is one of the most likable and convincing of movie stars,
and he almost pulls off the impossible in "Air Force One. Captured by a joint Russian-American military ops
team, Radek is imprisoned in Russia, awaiting trial for his crimes against humanity. President James Marshall
attends a diplomatic dinner in Moscow, Russia , during which he praises the capture and insists the U. Glenn
Close as U. On the positive side, the vice president does request the citizens of the United States to pray for
the safety of everyone on Air Force One. Nobody could possibly be expecting an armed attack. Functional
furniture, but comfortable and expensive. Click here to see the rest of this review The review of this Movie
prepared by Jack Bauer When President James Marshall Harrison Ford goes off of the regular script at an
international dinner and announces that the United States will not bargain with terrorists in any fashion, he has
no idea that his challenge will soon be put to the test. Ford, a seasoned veteran of such attacks, told the actor
tiredly, "They're gunshots, period. The terrorists who take over Air Force One, demand for Radek to be
released, threatening to kill a hostage every half hour. Cast[ edit ] Harrison Ford as U. The pilots, Colonel
Axelrod and Lieutenant Colonel Ingraham, attempt an emergency landing at Ramstein Air Base in Germany ,
but Korshunov breaches the cockpit and kills the pilots, diverting the plane towards Kazakhstan. Marshall is
raced to an escape pod in the cargo hold and seemingly escapes as the pod is ejected. That kind of dedication
and efficiency is in evidence throughout "Air Force One. Albeit, violent and filthy-language laced, this movie
will have you sitting on the edge of your seats! They begin killing hostages in the hopes that they will find one
that matters enough to the unknown man for him to give himself up. Terroists have stowed away aboard Air
Force One. Feigning escape during Air Force One's hijacking, he attempts to retake the aircraft, to rescue
everybody. He runs into problems because there is a mole onboard. Air Force One is a great movie. But then
how did he learn to fly a jumbo jet? The simple fact is that viewers will see and hear the heavies speaking
Russian and that will be enough for them. It's pure, unashamed escapism.


